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 AO1 Read, understand and respond to texts. Students should be able to:• maintain a critical style and develop 
an informed personal response •use textual references, including quotations, to support and illustrate 
interpretations AO2 Analyse the language, form and structure used by a writer to create meanings and effects, 
using relevant subject terminology where appropriate. AO3 Show understanding of the relationships between 
texts and the contexts in which they were written. 

Level 
Band

30 mark 
question

AO1 Use of 
comparison

AO1 Use of 
quotations

AO2 Use of 
terminology and 

effect of techniques

AO3 Analysis of ideas, 
perspectives and context

6 
Top 26-30

Critical, 
exploratory, 

conceptualised
Judicious, 

precise Judicious, analysed Convincing, critical uses 
terminology judiciously

5 
High 21-25 Thoughtful, 

developed Apt, integrated Examined, effective Thoughtful consideration

4 
Mid 16-20 Clear, 

explained
Effective, 

supportive Clear, understanding Clear understanding

3 
Low mid 11-15 Some 

explained
References to 
support, range

Explained, identified 
effects

Some understanding of 
implicit ideas

2 
Low 6-10 Supported, 

relevant 
Comments on 

references

Some references 
terminology, Identifies 

methods
Some awareness of implicit 

ideas

1 
Bottom 1-5 Simple, 

relevant
Reference to 

relevant detail(s)

Possibly uses 
terminology, 

awareness of choices

Simple comment on 
explicit ideas

0 0 No work worthy of any marks



POEM OK GOT IT NAILED IT
Ozymandias

London

The Prelude

My Last Duchess

The Charge of the Light Brigade

Exposure

Storm on the Island

 Bayonet Charge

Remains

Poppies

War Photographer

Tissue

The Emigrée

Checking Out Me History

Kamikaze

Revision Tracker 

As you revise each poem, track your progress of how confident you feel about 
your knowledge of that poem.



adjective,
atmosphere,

attitudes,
authentic direct speech,

bias (what is present or omitted),
biblical noun,

chronologically,
descriptive nouns,

dialogue,

direct address,
distant and formal mode of address,

extended list,
foregrounding or emphasis,

foreshadowing,
humour,

hyperbole,
increased tension,

interrogatives,
level of selectivity of information

list of verbs,
lists three consecutive verbs in order,

motif,
noun,

present participles,
pronoun,

second person direct address,
single complex sentence,
structural device of time,
third person perspective,

time lapse,
time reference,

tone of the writing,
tone,

use of image to reinforce meaning,
verb phrase,

alliteration,
complex sentence,

compound sentence,
conjunction,
descriptions,

detached,
details the facts,
direct testimony,

Effective vocabulary,
emotive adjectives,

emotive assertions,
empathise,
experiential,
extended list,

factual language,
focusses,

further narrowing down of focus,
general moral point,

humorous,
humour,

journal, questions,
juxtaposition,
list of events,
list of nouns,

listing the details,
motif recurs throughout,
moves from the specific,

noun phrase,
one sentence paragraph

one-sided view,
personal language,

positive points of view,
quotations,

repetition of the conjunction,

repetition,
reporting,

repulsive description,
rhetorical and emotional argument,

rhetorical question,
short but dramatic narrative,

singular event to a wider,
speech is punctuated,

structural effect is the pause,
symbolise,

tension subsides,
tone,

varied list,
violent phrase,

violent use of language,

A list of useful terms to use in your 
analysis



Ozymandias

Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

London



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

The Prelude



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

My Last Duchess



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

The Charge of the Light 
Brigade



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Exposure



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Storm on the Island



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Bayonet Charge



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Remains



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Poppies



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

War Photographer



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Tissue



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

The Emigrée



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Checking Out Me History



Poet

Date published:

Type of power/conflict 

Four Key Quotations 

Kamikaze
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TASKS

1. Could you recategorise these poems? You could use 2, 3, 4 or more different categories. 
Consider: dates written, perspective, gender of poet etc

2. Do you agree with the poems that have been put in each category? Are there any poems 
that could appear in both? Which ones and why.

3.  Challenge yourself to recall ONE quotation from every poem. Further challenge- can you 
make a structural, language or symbolic comment about each quotation?

AQA Power and Conflict Poems

War Powerful People Conflicted 
society/places

The Charge of the 
Light Brigade 
Exposure 
Bayonet Charge 
Poppies 
War Photographer 
Kamikaze

Ozymandias 
My Last Duchess 
Remains 
The Prelude 

Tissue 
Checking Out Me 
History 
The Emigrée 
Storm on the Island 
London



15-20
Band 4 

Clear understanding

21-25 
Band 5

Thoughtful developed 
consideration

26-30
Band 6 

Convincing critical analysis and 
exploration 

AO1
• Clear comparison
• Effective use of references to 
support
explanation
 
AO2
 • Clear explanation of writer’s 
methods with appropriate use of 
relevant subject terminology
• Understanding of effects of 
writer’s methods on reader
 
AO3
• Clear understanding of ideas/
perspectives/ contextual factors 
shown by specific links between 
context/text/task

AO1   
• Thoughtful, developed 
comparison
• Apt references integrated into
interpretation(s)
 
 AO2
• Examination of writer’s methods 
with subject terminology used 
effectively to support 
consideration of methods
• Examination of effects of writer’s 
methods on reader
 
 AO3
• Thoughtful consideration of 
ideas/perspectives/contextual 
factors shown by examination of 
detailed links between context/
text/task

AO1
• Critical, exploratory comparison
• Judicious use of precise 
references to support 
interpretation(s)
 
 AO2
• Analysis of writer’s methods with 
subject terminology used 
judiciously
• Exploration of effects of writer’s 
methods on reader
  
 AO3
• Exploration of ideas/
perspectives/contextual factors 
shown by specific, detailed links 
between context/text/task

In Ozymandias, the 
persona describes a 
statue that is in the 
desert and is now 
destroyed. "Sneer" this 
word shows the person 
that the statue was 
based on was a nasty 
man, and not a good 
ruler. This is similar to 
'My Last Duchess' 
where the persona 
describes his wife as 
"liking everything 
equally". Both poems 
show power in a nasty 
way.

In the poem 'Ozymandias' 
the persona describes a 
ruler who has led with fear. 
The statue that remains has 
a "sneer" of "cold command" 
on its face. These harsh 
alliterate consonants 
emphasise the cruelty of 
Ozymandias, and amplify 
the fear his subjects must 
have lived in. Similarly, the 
Duke of 'My Last Duchess' 
also caused his wife to live 
in fear when he "gave 
commands" to his wife. The 
verb "commands" suggests 
that he had power over his 
wife, and that it wasn't an 
equal relationship. 

Both Ozymandias and My 
Last Duchess present an 
image of power that has 
been corrupted. 
Ozymandias was a 
tyrannical ruler, who told his 
subjects to "look on my 
works...and despair". This 
instruction is ironical, now 
that the statue has fallen in 
the dirt and his kingdom 
"antique". In contrast, the 
Duke of 'My Last Duchess' 
continues his tyrannical 
reign over women, as after 
the death of his last, he will 
replace her. Both 
presentations of power 
demonstrate corruption, but 
only Ozymandias has fallen.



Compare the ways poets present ideas about power in ‘Ozymandias’ and in one other 
poem from ‘Power and conflict’.

Ozymandias 

I met a traveller from an antique land 
Who said: Two vast and trunkless legs of stone  
Stand in the desert. Near them on the sand,  
Half sunk, a shatter’d visage lies, whose frown 
And wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command 
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read  
Which yet survive, stamp’d on these lifeless things, 
The hand that mock’d them and the heart that fed;  
And on the pedestal these words appear: 
‘My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: 
 Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!’ 
 Nothing beside remains. Round the decay 
 Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare, 
 The lone and level sands stretch far away. 

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Compare the ways poets present the power of the natural world in ‘Storm on the Island’ 
and in one other poem from ‘Power and conflict’.

Storm on the Island 
We are prepared: we build our houses squat, 
 Sink walls in rock and roof them with good slate. 
 This wizened earth has never troubled us 
With hay, so, as you see, there are no stacks 
Or stooks that can be lost. Nor are there trees 
 Which might prove company when it blows full 
 Blast: you know what I mean – leaves and branches  
Can raise a tragic chorus in a gale 
So that you listen to the thing you fear 
 Forgetting that it pummels your house too.  
But there are no trees, no natural shelter.  
You might think that the sea is company,  
Exploding comfortably down on the cliffs 
 But no: when it begins, the flung spray hits 
The very windows, spits like a tame cat 
Turned savage. We just sit tight while wind dives 
 And strafes invisibly. Space is a salvo, 
We are bombarded with the empty air. 
Strange, it is a huge nothing that we fear. 

Seamus Heaney



Compare the ways poets present ideas about the conflict of war in ‘Bayonet Charge’ and in one other poem 
from ‘Power and conflict’.

Suddenly he awoke and was running – raw 
In raw-seamed hot khaki, his sweat heavy, 
Stumbling across a field of clods towards a green hedge 
That dazzled with rifle fire, hearing 
Bullets smacking the belly out of the air – 
He lugged a rifle numb as a smashed arm; 
The patriotic tear that had brimmed in his eye 
Sweating like molten iron from the centre of his chest, – 

In bewilderment then he almost stopped – 
In what cold clockwork of the stars and the nations 
Was he the hand pointing that second? He was running 
Like a man who has jumped up in the dark and runs 
Listening between his footfalls for the reason 
Of his still running, and his foot hung like 
Statuary in mid-stride. Then the shot-slashed furrows 

Threw up a yellow hare that rolled like a flame 
And crawled in a threshing circle, its mouth wide 
Open silent, its eyes standing out. 
He plunged past with his bayonet toward the green hedge, 
King, honour, human dignity, etcetera 
Dropped like luxuries in a yelling alarm 
To get out of that blue crackling air 
His terror’s touchy dynamite. 

Ted Hughes

Compare the ways poets present ideas about the conflict amongst people in ‘London’ and in one other 
poem from ‘Power and conflict’.

I wander thro' each charter'd street,  
Near where the charter'd Thames does flow.  
And mark in every face I meet  
Marks of weakness, marks of woe.  

In every cry of every Man,  
In every Infants cry of fear,  
In every voice: in every ban,  
The mind-forg'd manacles I hear  

How the Chimney-sweepers cry  
Every blackning Church appalls,  
And the hapless Soldiers sigh  
Runs in blood down Palace walls  

But most thro' midnight streets I hear  
How the youthful Harlots curse  
Blasts the new-born Infants tear  
And blights with plagues the Marriage hearse  

William Blake





Spelling and Vocabulary for 'Poetry: Power and 
Conflict'

Overt/Covert Military Pious humourless Bleak

Covet Admonition Reflective Humorous Kinaesthetic

Instigated Perseverance Embittered Scathing Pastoral

Acquired Humanity Remorseful Sincere Religious

Machiavellian Sacrifice Despondent Lecturing Decay/
decomposition

Involuntary Sanctimonious Disillusioned derogatory Morbid

Observer Selfless Lament Flippant Threatening

Passive Collateral 
damage Eulogistic patronising Animalistic

Sought Brutality Erudite dismissive Resilience 

Reluctance Forfeit Nonchalant Condemning Perseverance


